The **BOAR Buzzard**

Lift 2,000 lbs. with Almost No Effort

Do the work of 3–4 people in less time with 1 machine.

---

**Optimum Productivity**
One person can handle removal of an animal, freeing other employees to continue their duties critical to keeping your organization running profitably.

**Superior Quality**
- Sturdy Build & Reliable Operation
- 4-Wheel Steering
- Powerful 12V 4000 lb. Winch
- Bed raises and lowers for convenience

**Profit Minded Features**
- Rechargeable Battery Power
- Could pay for itself by avoiding just one injury
- One Year Warranty

---

The Boar Hearse, (pictured at left, attached to a Boar Bot) is an available option for those customers that already own the Boar Bot. Providing the same functionality as the Boar Buzzard for dead animal removal.

---

**What customers are saying…**

“This Boar Buzzard works great and saves your back! I don’t want myself or any of my guys to be injured taking out a dead animal. It used to take 3-4 guys to get one out, now it takes one.”

- Mike Inness – Galesburg, Illinois.

---
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The BOAR Bot

*1 Boar Motivator in the World

- Eliminates injuries
- 95% less boar/worker contact
- Increases farrowing rates by 2–10%
- Generates profit in the first 6 months

The BOAR Hearse

Makes Light Work of Big Animals

- Boar Bot Options
- Hearse Attachment
- Side guard better focuses boar’s attention
- Stainless steel body for added life of machine
- Narrow model 17.5” w and 475 lb.

The BOAR Broom

A True Walk-Behind Broom

- Reduce flies
- Designed specifically for hog barns
- Rotating broom sweeps either left or right
- Heavy duty 12 volt DC drive

The WASH Hand

Make Light Work of your Dirty Work

- Cuts wash time by 85–90%
- Reduces worker health concerns
- Self-propelled
- Use your existing pressure washing system
- Simple and affordable

The BOAR Buzzard

Lift 2000 lbs. With Almost No Effort

- Do the work of 3–4 people in less time with 1 machine
- Your Boar Buzzard will never need a chiropractor
- Designed for narrow alleys and difficult corners
- Unique 4-wheel steering

Also available as an add-on function to your Boar Bot

The WASH Hand II

A Magic Wand for your Pressure Washer

- Easy operation
- Cuts wash time by 85–90%
- Reduces worker health concerns
- Self-propelled
- Use your existing pressure washing system
- Simple to operate and maintain
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